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This paper is devoted to the study of generalized periodic solutions in t and x 
of nonlinear wave equations of the form 
U tt - %z + g(t, 8, 4 = 0, 
where g is increasing in u. Let us denote by L: D(L) C H + H the (generalized) 
d’illembertian with periodicity conditions and by Z the spectrum of L. We 
consider nonlinearitiesg such that uplg(t, X, U) “jumps” from one element of -Z 
to the following (or to the preceding) one. 
For monotone nonlinearities, our results are similar to those obtained by 
Mawhin in the dissipative case (see [3, Theorem 4.11). But the problem is quite 
different. Since the kernel of L is infinite dimensional, we cannot obtain existence 
by using coincidence degree. In order to overcome this difficulty, we prove a 
continuation theorem which is, essentially, an abstract formuation of the 
approach used in [5]. Finally, let us note that obtaining a priori bounds is also 
more delicate in this case than in the dissipative case. 
1. A CONTINUATION THEOREM 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product (-, -) and corresponding 
norm j . j. We shall write u, -+ u if the sequence (u,) converges (strongly) to u 
in H. We shall write u, - u if the sequence (uJ converges weakly to u in H. 
For any subset S of H, we shall denote by 8s the boundary of 5’. We shall 
denote by I the identity mapping on any subset of H. 
A mapping T: H - His called bounded if it maps bounded sets into bounded 
sets. A mapping T: H - H is called demicontinuous if Tzl, - Tu when tl, -+ u. 
A mapping T: H - H is called monotone if, for any u, v E H, (Tu - TV, 
u - v) > 0. A mapping T: H + H is called completely continuous if it is 
continuous and it maps bounded sets into relatively compact sets. 
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Let us recall a definition from [6]. 
DEFINITION. A pair (M, F) of mappings from H into His said to be Hammer- 
stein-compatible with constants a and b (abbreviated as h(a, b)-compatible) if 
the following conditions hold. 
(i) 0 < b < a. 
(ii) for each u E H and each ZI E H, one has (MU - MU, u - 21) > 
a. ( Mu - Mv 12. 
(iii) for each u E H and each v E H, one has (Fu - Fv, u - v) > 
-b I u - v 12. 
(iv) F is demicontinuous. 
(v) MO = 0. 
(The class of h(a, b)-compatible pairs of mappings is related to the unique 
solvability of u + MNu = f for every f E H (see [6]).) 
THEOREM 1. Let L: D(L) C H + H be a closed linear operator with dense 
domain D(L) and closed range R(L) such that 
R(L) = KerLl. 
We shall denote by P: H --+ H the orthogonal projector onto Ker L. Let Nz H + H 
be a bounded demicontinuous monotone mapping If there exists r > 0 such that 
(4 L + rI is invertible, 
(ii) C = (L + rI)-l(I - P)(N - YI) is completeLv continuous, 
(iii) for any X ~10, I[, the equation 
Lu+(l -A)ru+XNu ===o (1) 
has no solution on i3Q n D(L), then equation 
Lu + Nu = 0 
has at least one solution. 
Proof. First step. Let us first show that, for every X, E IO, l[, the equation 
Lu + (1 - X&u + X,Nu = 0 (2) 
has at least one solution in Q n D(L). Equation (1) is clearly equivalent to 
u + h(L + rI)-‘(Nu - YU) = 0; 
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or, since (L + rl)-lP = Y-lP, to 
Put 
u + X+P(Nu - m) + XCu = 0. 
A(., A) = r-lP, 
cN(., A) = h(N - rl), 
q., A) = AC. 
For any h E J = [0, AJ and for any u, 21 E H, one has 
(4% 4 - Je, 4, u - v) = Y 1 dqu, A) - dqq h)]2, 
(-4% 4 - J-h 4, 24 - ?I) >, --hr / u - v 12 > -A# 1 u - 57 12. 
It is then easy to see that, for any h E J, the pair (A(., A), A’(=, A)) is h(r, A,,Y)- 
compatible. By Theorems 1 .l and 2.1 in [6j, it follows from assumptions (ii) and 
(iii) that, for any h E J, the equation 
has at least one solution in Q. Thus there exists u E 52 such that 
u + JqJ+“(% &I,), 43) + w4 &I) = 0, 
i.e., 21 is a solution of (2). 
Second step. It follows from the first step that one can find sequences (A,) 
and (upL) such that, for any n E RJ *, An ~10, I[, U, E Q, 
and 
A, + 1 (3) 
LU, + (1 - X,Jrun + h,Nu, = 0. (4) 
By going, if necessary, to a subsequence, we can assume that 
II, - 240 . (5) 
It follows then from (4), from the closedness of L, and from the boundedness of 
N, that 
Lu, - Lu, . (6) 
Equation (4) implies that (I - P)u, + h,Cu, = 0. Then, by using assumption 
(ii), 
(I - P)un + (I - P)u, . (7) 
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Since N is monotone, one has, for any n E N * and for any v E H, 
(NV - Nu, , v - un) >, 0 
and, using (4), 
(NV + A;‘(Lu, + (1 - A,) yz1,), n - u,) 3 0. 
Using (3), (5), (6) and (7) we can go to the limit, which gives 
(NV + Lu, , v - uo) 3 0. 
Since N is maximal monotone, Nu, = -Lu, . 1 
2. NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS 
We call (., .) the usual inner product in H = L2( [0, 27r12) and 1 . 1 the corre- 
sponding norm. Let L: D(L) C H --+ H be the (generalized) d’Alembertian with 
periodicity conditions. If 
then 
u = C u,,, exp i(mt + nx) ED(L) 
?n,nsz 
Lu = 1 (n2 - m2) u,,, exp i(mt + nx). 
m,ntz 
Thus 0 is an eigenvalue of L of infinite multiplicity. The other elements of C, 
the spectrum of L, are eigenvalues of finite muhiplicity (see [4]). In fact 
1 = {n2 - m2: m, n EZ} = (2h + 1) U 42 = --I. 
Moreover L is densely defined, closed, and such that R(L) = KerLl. As before 
we denote by P: H + H the orthogonal projector onto Ker L. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
g: [O, 2%-p x !R + R: (t, x, u) k-+g(t, x, u) 
be a mapping satisfying the Caratheodory conditions and increasing in u for a.e. 
(t, x) E [0, 21~1~. If there exist two consecutive lements of -C (=C), p and v, and 
two reals, p and q, with 
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such that either 
lim u-‘g(t, x, u) = p u--c and lim u-‘g(t, x, u) u+a 
Or 
lim u-‘g(t, x, 24) = 4 11-1-x and 
uniformly fey a.e. (t, x) E [0, 27~1~. Then equation 
Utt - %z, + g(t, x, u) = 0 
has at least one generalized periodic solution. 
Y (8) 
P (9) 
(10) 
Let us consider the first case. The second one is similar. It follows from 
assumption (8) that there exist a, b >, 0 such that, for every u E R and for a.e. 
(f, x) E [O, 25712, 
I g(t, x, u)l < a I u I + b. 
Then, if N denotes the substitution operator corresponding to g, N is bounded 
and maps H continuously into itself. Since N is also monotone, we are in the 
frame of Theorem 1. 
We shall use the following notations 
24’ = max(u, 0), 
u- = ma+-u, 0), 
h(u) = -pup + qu+, 
r = (v + l-4/2, 
s = (v - /4/2. 
LEMMA I. For X E [0, 11, the equation 
Lu+(l -A)ruthh(u) -0 
has no nontrivial solutions. 
Proof. Equation (11) is equivalent to 
or 
Lu + ru + h((q - r)u+ - ( p - r)u-) = 0 
U = -A(L + rl)-l[(q - r)u+ - ( p - r)u-1. 
(11) 
(12) 
It is easy to see that 
((L + rl)-1 / = s-1 
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and that 
1(q - gu+ - (p - Y)u- / = ((q - r)” j u- j2 + (p - r)” 1 u- /y 
<sjul. (13) 
Then if A E [0, 1[ and if u is a nontrivial solution of (12), we get 
a contradiction. Thus we can assume that h = 1. 
Inequality (13) becomes an equality in the three following cases 
u = U’ and q = v7 
u = -u- and P = P7 
q=v and P = CL. 
It is clear that we need only consider those cases. In the first case, u is a positive 
solution of 
Lu + vu = 0. 
Then u = 0. The second case is similar. In the third case, u is a solution of 
i.e., 
Lu + ru + s 1 u I = 0, 
u = --s(L+rl)pljul. 
By using a Fourier series it is easy to see that, if j u(t, z)i $ Ker(L i- ~1) + 
Ker(L + ~1) 
j 24 / = s I(L + Y&l / u ; 1 < S l(L + rl)-ll ~1 U 11 z / U /, 
a contradiction. If 1 u(t, x)I E Ker(L + ~1) + Ker(L + ~1) u = 0. 1 
LEMivl.4 2. There exists 71 > 0 such that, for any h E IO, I [ aad any u E D(L), 
124 = I */Lu+(l -A)ru-~-hlzu! 37. 
Pmof. If not, there would exist sequences (u,J and (A,) such that, for any 
?LE rG’* , ; u,, / = 1, A,‘ ~10, 1[ and 
I Lu, + (1 - Wu, + h,h(u,)l < l/n. 
By going, if necessary, to a subsequence we can assume that u, - u0 and 
A, - 4, . Since 
Lu, + (1 - h,)ru, + h,h(u,) == z’, , (14) 
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where v, + 0, Lu, - Lu, . Moreover (I- P)u, + (I- P)u, . Then 
(Lun 7 u, - u,,) + 0 and, by the monotonicity of h, 
0 < Xlim(h(u,), u, - u(J = -(l - A) lim(ru, ) u, - UJ < 0. (15) 
If h E [0, l[, ~(Yu, , u, - u,J = 0 and we can assume that u, ---f u,, . Taking 
the limit in (14), we obtain 
Lu, + (1 - h,)ru, + h,h(uJ = 0. 
By Lemma 1, u,, = 0, which contradicts 1 U, ] = 1. 
If A = 1, taking the limit in (14), we obtain 
Lu, + h(u,) = 0. 
(The maximal monotonicity of h and (15) imply that h(u,) - h(u,J.) By Lemma 1, 
us = 0. It follows then that (Lu, , u,) + 0 and 
(h(u,), u,) = A;l(v, - Lu, - (1 - An) YU, , u,) -+ 0. 
But 
(44, 4 = P I un- I2 + P I un+ I2 3 P I un I2 = P > 0, 
a contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2, for any u E D(L) and for any h E IO, I[, 
I Lu + (1 - 4yu + Wu)I > 77 I u I. 
Let us denote by F the substitution operator corresponding tog - h. Then there 
exists p > 0 such that 
If u is a solution of 
Lu-t(l -h)Yu+hg(t,x,u) =o @~lQ 1D 
such that j u I > p, we have 
0 = 1 Lu + (1 - h)YU + Ag(t, X, u)I 
>, I Lu + (1 - h)yu + W4 - A I At, x, u) - +)I 
>?llul --xlFuI 
2 w9 I * I, 
a contradiction. The result follows then from Theorem 1 with s1 = B(0, p). a 
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Remark 1. In Theorem 2, period 27r can be replaced by any rational multiple 
of v and periodicity in x can be replaced by other boundary conditions, such as 
Dirichlet or Neumann ones. It is also possible to consider descreasing non- 
linearities. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2, together with Remark I, extends various results due 
to Brezis and Nirenberg [I], Mancini [2], Mawhin [5], McKenna [7], and 
Rabinowitz [8]. 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 cannot be extended to the case p = 0, q ~10, I]. 
Letf(t, x) = I. If u is a solution of 
Lu+qu’+f =o (4 3 0) 
then by taking the inner product with f, we get / f j2 < 0, which is impossible. 
But, by the same method of proof, the following result can be obtained. 
THEOREM 3. Let g be as in Theorem 2. If there exist two reals p and q with 
O<P<q<l and Pfl 
such that either (8) or (9) holds, then Eq. (10) h as at least one generalized periodic 
solution. 
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